
MINDSONAR NEWS HIGHLIGHTS

Hi Everybody! 

When I was a child, we - the Dutch people - consumed only one
fifth of what we are consuming today... And our little
corrugated iron container for the week's waste probably
contained even  less than a fifth of the waste we produce today. 

I am convinced- as many of us are - that we simply need to
consume less. So what is the right mindset for that? When I
think about it, it's not so much the motivational drives and the
meta programs themselves, but more what you focus them on.
What do you want to move towards and away from? What do you
want to be matching and mismatching? What are good concepts,
structures and practices around consumption? And so on.

Because you are so much more!
Jaap Hollander, MindSonar founder

MindSonar Global's LinkedIn campaign is now going into its 11th week. We would
love to know your thoughts. What posts would you like to see in this series? Over
the next month, you will see changes in the distributor's posts. Each language will
have a different post going out. The posts are rotated across languages, so we don't
all share the same post at the same time. Greater brand awareness helps MindSonar
professionals find new opportunities. So please love, and share and comment on
LinkedIn.

Gaber Marolt, our Slovenian distributor, starts the first Slovenian MindSonar training
in January 2023, supported by Ian from the UK. Look out for social media updates. If
you know of any new regions that want to take on MindSonar and develop 
 awareness of MindSonar, please get in touch with Jaap. 

Ian Clarke needs your posts to keep Mindsonar Me fresh - please pass him any  ideas
or thoughts. Contact Ian here
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As we approach 2023 - reflect and gather your thoughts on what you have
achieved and with whom. Make plans of how you will re-engage and ask for
support in growing MindSonar. Reach out in January and make that
important "How are you?" call . 

When you call (not text or email) start with happy new year - how are you, 
 and what are your plans for business in 2023?  Be curious about what your
contact is doing and when they ask about you and what you are doing, tell
them you are expanding MindSonar and you need their expertise! Let them
know how they can help, what you need and how they can do it. Be precise
in who you need introductions to. Don't be afraid to ask: after all if you did
a good job for them, why wouldn't they refer you? Let Ian know how you
get on. 

MINDSONAR PROFESSIONALS GLOBALLY
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MEET María Laura Román  

PLANNING FOR 2023 

Maria Laura uses MindSonar in her regular work practice as a Psychologist
and Coach. She became involved with MindSonar after being taught and
mentored by Carlos Arguello. 

Maria Laura has worked for several years giving guidance and support to
families, children, young people and anybody related to the educational and
therapeutic field. She has spent considerable time working with educational
communities as a therapist and a coach. 

She loves life coaching, besides coaching in parenthood and professional
career election. Self-knowledge is the key to success in life. Her mission is to
help people in their journey through life to be whole human beings.
 
Say hello to Ma. Laura

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ma-laura-rom%C3%A1n-bobba-a1142926?lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_profile_view_base_contact_details%3B4CjcDxi9SuSiv3fDq3MvcQ%3D%3D


 
Over the years, I’ve found that a common client problem that is
brought to coaching is that of a newly-promoted manager struggling
with a promotion from team member to team leader. The related
changes to the relationship with members of their team, coupled with
developing a leadership mentality often leaves them feeling stressed
and insecure about whether or not they are performing their new role
effectively.

Since training in MindSonar, it has become apparent to me that one of
the underlying causes of the stress lies in the client’s manager not
recognising my client’s need for feedback on their performance during
the early stages of their new role.  The more senior managers have
generally experienced leaders who are expected to take the initiative
and make decisions. Consequently, they tend to be predominantly
Internally Referenced. Read more here
 

Article
WORKING WITH NEW MANAGERS? 

BY ANNE FINNEMORE 
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Download back issues of MindSonar Me here

Is the world getting on top of you?
 
Turquoise: We need a break and to find balance.
Internal locus: Recognise our own contribution.
General: See the big picture. The larger whole.
Structure/reactive/future: Connect our past
actions to what we want to do next. “Let’s loosen
up some time and take a break to re-calibrate our
life. No need for overthinking, though. Let’s
connect the dots, and set the scene."
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